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DATA SCIENTIST  
FULL TIME – JOB DESCRIPTION – 2013-12-05 

 
 

Significant expertise in data processing. 
An experience with Cassandra is a plus. 

 
Join a technology enthusiastic team, as a Data Scientist. 
 
 

Why you should apply at Teads 
As an innovative startup, we like to use the latest technologies that can improve our platform limits. 
We are proper technology enthusiasts and we test new technologies almost everyday, in order to guarantee the 
best to our users and, of course, to us.  
 
We insist on sharing competences (conferences, workshops, internal meetings…), using Git software and 
emphasizing the Agile management methods.  
 
We are looking for a technology enthusiast profile that wants to evolve in ideal conditions and contribute to what 
we are building. 
 
You will join the Back-end team currently composed of 7 people. You’ll participate to the development and the 
maintenance of the different services along with the analysis and optimization of our platform. 
You will be in charge of the “Big Data” functioning (administration of peer to peer Cassandra clusters) along with 
the modeling evolution, allowing the use of real time statistics, which are mandatory for our platform. 
You will also be in charge of the “Batch” segment, thanks to recent technologies such as Hadoop (or equivalent). 
Goal: Build a Data Warehouse for more accurate statistics. 
Our technical environment is: NoSQL, Hadoop, CQL, Python, NodeJS, etc.  
 
If you’re interested in Teads’ challenges, don’t wait any longer and join us!  
 
 
Advantages 
Mutual insurance company, free drinks & fruits, a personal, spacious & bright workspace defying Google’s offices, 
a Macbook Pro Retina 15’’ or a high – powered PC, a foosball space, a relaxing space with garden and XXL sofas 
– all of this along with after work drinks once per week.   
We also want to strengthen your creativity by allowing you to write all over the ‘brainstorming’ walls. 
Finally, we didn’t forget our athletic colleagues with a private shower access. 
 
 

About Teads 
Teads http://teads.tv is an innovative French startup, already used by over 2000 publishers such as Le Monde, Le 
Figaro, Les Echos, The Guardian, Slate, New York Times, El Mundo, Nikkei, Yahoo, in more than 30 different 
countries.Founded in 2011 and winner of the best french startup in 2013 (Objectif LR) and best french start-up in 
2013 (EBG Disrupt), Teads currently counts 30 “technology enthusiast” employees. 
 
 
Job based in : Montpellier (159 rue Thor, business plaza, bâtiment 4, 34000 Montpellier FRANCE) 
Salary : according to profile 
Contract : Full time - CDI 
Start : As soon as possible 
 


